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Abstract: Contact analysis forms part of the whole procedure in the complex eigen value method. The
essence of such a method lies in the asymmetric stiffness matrix derived from the contact stiffness and
the friction coefficient at the disc-pads interfaces. This leads to complicated mathematical equations
and it is very time consuming process. The main aim of this paper is towards the analysis of the contact
stress distributions at the disc-pad interfaces using a detailed 3-dimensional finite element model of a
real car disc brake. A general-purpose commercial software package (Hypermesh 9.0 andAnsys 12.0)
has been utilized and assessed. An investigation is made for different modifications on the geometry
and materials of disc brake components were performed to search for a more uniform contact stress
distribution. It is believed that a uniform contact stress distribution could prevent excessive tapered
wear on the pads and subsequently could prolong the life of pads. In this work, the model is created
using Catia V5. The solid model is taken to hypermesh software for meshing. Vibration analysis has
been carried out using Ansys software from which nature frequency and maximum displacement of the
component have been determined and the results of natural frequency is compared with experimental
data provided for the existing disc. Analysis has been done for finding the stress values for different
material sets and selecting set of materials which gives minimum stress value.
Keywords: Disc Brake, Contact Analysis, Natural Frequency, Disc Materials
I.

INTRODUCTION

In general, there are three main functions of a brake system, i.e., to maintain a vehicle’s speed when driving
downhill, to reduce a vehicle’s speed when necessary and to hold a vehicle when in parking. Today, most
passenger vehicles are fitted with disc brake systems. A disc brake of floating caliper design typically
consists of two pads, caliper, disc, piston, carrier bracket and two guide pins. One of the major requirements
of the caliper is to press pads against the disc and it should ideally achieve uniform interface pressure as
possible. But it has been found that more wear appears on the leading side than the trailing side. This agrees
with the result that higher pressure occurred on the leading side when the disc starts to slide. Limpert[1]
stated that uniform pad wear and brake temperature, and more even friction coefficient could only be
achieved when stress distributions between the pads and disc are uniform. In addition, unevenness of the
pressure distribution causes uneven wear and consequently shortens the life of pads. This might lead to
dissatisfaction to the customers who need to visit their garage more frequently in order to replace tapered
wear pads. Sincelast decade advent of powerful finite element analysis (FEA) packages have proven good
tool to accurately analyze them. The complicated geometry of disc brake and the complex force applied
by calipers make their analysis difficult. But optimized meshing and accurate simulation of boundary
conditions alongwith ability to apply force, provided by various FEM packages have helped the designer
to carry structural and modal vibration analysis with the investigation of critical stresses. FEM enables
to find critical locations and quantitative analysis of the stress distribution and deformed shapes under
loads. However detailed modeling and specialized knowledge of FEM theory are indispensable to
perform these analyses with high accuracy. They also require complicated meshing strategies.
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Methodology

The following are the main objectives of the project.

B.

•

Building a 3-D Solid parametric model of disc brake and calliper in CATIA V5.

•

Meshing the model by Tetrahedral Solid 45, MPC 184 elements in Hypermesh.

•

Specifying frictional contact at pad-disc interface and slider-taper bolt interface in Hypermesh.

•

Rigid body modes and Normal modes calculated in free vibration analysis for disc brake in
Ansys for existing model.

•

Comparing the experimental data for existing model with Ansys results for validification of
meshing.

•

Specifying boundary conditions and loads in Ansys.

•

Performing analysis for finding the stress values for different material sets and select the set of
material which gives minimum stress value.

•

Analyzing of the contact stress distributions at the disc and pad interfaces for selected material
set.Investigating different modifications on the geometry and materials of disc brake
components for finding a more uniform contact stress distribution without changing the
original shape of all components.
Disc Brake systems

Many of the vehicles of the 1950s and 1960s used four wheel-drum brakes. These systems used singleor dual-master cylinders. In most cars of that time, all four wheels held plain drums. Performance cars
used finned drums.
Drum brakes, however, presented several different problems. First, they retained water, which caused
large amounts of brake fade during rainstorms or after going through a puddle. Secondly, they didn’t
easily get rid of heat and would also fade going down long hills or after repeated hard stops. Finally,
their braking distances were much longer than disc brakes. In order to remove these problems with
drum braking systems, disc brakes were developed.

Figure 1. Parts of a disc brake [10]
C.

Construction and working of disc brakes

A disc brake consists of a cast iron disc bolted to the wheel hub and a stationary housing called caliper.
The caliper is connected to some stationary part of the vehicle, like the axle casing or the stub axle
and is cast in two parts, each containing a piston. In between each piston and the disc, there is a friction
pad is held in position by retaining pins, spring plates etc. Passages are drilled in the caliper for the
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fluid to enter or leave each housing. These passages are also connected to another one for bleeding.
Each cylinder contains a rubber sealing ring between the cylinder and the piston.

Figure 2. A side view of a typical disc brake system. [11]
When the brakes are applied, hydraulically actuated pistons move the friction pads into contact with the
disc, applying equal and opposite forces on the later. On releasing the brakes, rubber sealing rings act as
return springs and retract the pistons and the friction pads away from the disc.
Special types of disc brakes include the swinging caliper type and the sliding caliper type. In the swinging
caliper type, the caliper is hinged about a fulcrum pin and one of the friction pads is fixed to the caliper.
The fluid under pressure presses the other pad against the disc to apply the brake. The reaction on the
caliper causes it to move the fixed pad inward slightly applying equal pressure to the other side of the
disc. The caliper automatically adjusts its position by swinging about the pin. In the sliding caliper type
there are two pistons between which the fluid under the pressure is sent which presses one friction pad
directly onto the disc, where as the other pad is pressed indirectly via the caliper. Both these types are
self adjusting and have resulted in simpler and lighter construction.
II.

SOLID MODELING OF DISC BRAKE ASSEMBLY
A. Modeling Details

For generation of a 3-D model, 2-D orthographic views are required. The 2-D drawings of every individual
part and their assembly are prepared as shown in figure 3, figure 4 and figure 5. Using 2-D drawings one
can prepare isometric views of a component and using that solid model is generated. A feature based
modeling technique is used for every individual part. These parts are assembled to get complete disc brake
assembly. After the assembly, fine fillets and chamfer details at shaft ends, transition sections, joint between
web and shaft etc. are created by surface generation techniques. Finally Boolean operation is performed to
extract the required geometry.

Figure 3. 2D and isometric view of caliper, clip and slider.
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Figure 4. 2D and isometric view of cylinder bolt, pad and tapper bolt

Figure 5. 2D and isometric view of disc

Figure 6. 3D model of disc brake

B. Meshing of disc brake assembly:
Fig.7 shows fine mesh model of disc brake assembly using hypermesh. It ensures finer mesh around fillets.
These are the areas of concern because the load gets applied over them. Finer mesh model caused
hardware disc space problem for final dynamic response analysis. It required more than 4 GB space on disc.
To solve this problem, a coarse mesh was generated.After first solve with finer mesh it was observed that only
fillet area is critical. So, the finer mesh in other areas is replaced by coarse mesh. For this the original fillet
area, which was fine mesh, is replaced with coarse part by applying ‘displacement constraints’ at interface
between finer mesh and coarse mesh. These constraints will ensure that at interface both nodes will have same
rotationalcomponent of displacement.

Figure 7. Disc brake assembly.
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CALCULATIONS
Table 1. Mass Moment of Inertia, Centre of Gravity Calculations for Disc.

Value of mass = 2.27 kgs
.

Mass moment of inertia about Mass moment of inertia about
origin
C.G.

Centre of gravityXc = 36.230 mm
Yc = 108.46 mm
Zc = -44.536 mm

Ixx = 44.84 mm4
Iyy = 17.31 mm4
Izz= 51.35 mm4
Ixy = -10.33 mm4
Iyz = 12.70 mm4
Izx = 4.243 mm4

IV.

Ixx = 8.689 mm4
Iyy = 8.643 mm4
Izz = 16.96 mm4
Ixy = -0.4447E-03 mm4
Iyx = -0.9523E-03 mm
Izy = -0.1284E-03 mm4

VIBRATION ANALYSIS FOR VARIOUS MODES
Table 2. Ansys Result for Specific Disc Brake.

Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ansys
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1.99795E-03
5.80192E-03
6.21154E-02
1582.5
1695.7
3058.7
3569.2

Type Of Mode
Rigid body mode

First bending mode

Mode
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Ansys
3578.4
4153.5
4191.0
4381.8
4419.5
58441.1
5852.1
7444.3
7534.2
8599.7

Type Of Mode

Combined mode

A. Displacement plot of various modes of disc.

Figure 8. Displacement plots of mode no 7

Figure 9. Displacement plots of mode no 12

Figure 10. Displacement plots of mode no 17

Figure 11. Displacement plots of mode no 18
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Table 3. Displacement Result for Various Modes of Disc.

Sl. No

Mode Number

1
2
3
4

7th
12th
17th
18th

Frequency
Hz
1583
4154.2
5852.1
7444.3

Displacement, mm
Maximum
Minimum
44. 834
0.152
31.188
3.108
53.951
0.082152
55.279
0.140716

Table 4. Comparison of Experimental and Ansys Results.
Sl.
NO
1.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
V.

Natural frequency for
ANSYS in Hz
1582.5
1595.7
3058.7
3578.4
4153.5
4419.5
58441.1
5852.1
7444.3

Experimental natural freq.
in Hz
1497.2
1523.5
2893.3
3450.0
4028.3
4487.4
5775.0
5775.0
7360.1

Percentage deviation
(error in %)
5.39
4.53
5.05
3.59
3.021
1.54
1.18
1.13
1.131

CONTACT ANALYSIS
A. Introduction

Contact conditions are formed where bodies meet. You can transfer structural loads and heat flows across
the contact boundaries and connect the various bodies. There are no limits placed on the number of bodies
that comprise an assembly. Depending on the type of contact, the analysis can be linear or nonlinear. A
nonlinear analysis can increase runtime significantly, as the solver will internally run iterations to arrive
at a converged solution.
B. Contact Elements:

Figure 12. Pad as Contact Elements (with µ=0.43)

Figure 14. Contact for Slider and Tapper Bolt
www.ijaera.org
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Boundary Conditions

Here various constraints are applied for different parts of the disc brake assembly.
•

Constraints for Slider: Slider is constrained in all DOF’s at bolting holes through which caliper
is bolted to axel as shown in figure 16.

•

Constraints for Disc: Disk is constrained in Z direction. As it bolted to wheel hub, but it free to
rotate in XY plane (for rotation of disc) as shown in figure 17.

•

Constraints for MPC’s: MPC’s are constrained in X, Y,& Z direction to avoid motion of disc in
Plane (i.e.in radial direction) and axially direction but it free for rotational as shown in figure 18.

•

Constraints for Pad: The various constraint for pad are applied at Face_1 and Face_2 in Y
direction and Face_3 and Face_4 in X-direction as shown in figure 19.

Constraints for Disc:

Figure 16. Constrained Slider.

Figure 17. Disk is constrained in Z direction.

Constraints for MPC’s:

Constraints for Pad:

Figure 18. MPC’s are constrained in X, Y& Z directions.

Figure 19. The various constraints for pad.

D. Loading conditions:
•

Pressure of 15.00 MPa is applied at top of the piston.

•

Pressure of 15.00 MPa is applied in cylinder of caliper.

•

Moment or Torque of 710 × 103 N-mm at center of Disc.

Figure 20. Pressure acting on piston, cylinder of caliperand Moment acting on disc.
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MATERIAL SETS
Table 5. Disc Materials and Pad Materials

Disc Materials
Structural Steel
SAE J431
G3000
BS1452 Grade
220
BS1452 Grade
260
BS1452 Grade
250

E
ρ
E
ν
Pad Materials
2
3
(N/mm )
(tones/mm )
(N/mm2)
SAE 1055 Steel 1.9e5
2e5
0.26
7.89e-9
SAE J661
2.8e5
1.7e5
0.26
7.23e-9
1.2e5

0.29

7.62e-9

1.015e5

0.26

7.21e-9

1.056e5

0.27

7.53e-9

ρ
(tones/mm3)
0.30
7.89e-9
ν

0.26

9.8e-9

SAE 1055 Steel 1.9e5

0.30

7.89e-9

SAE 1055 Steel 1.9e5

0.30

7.89e-9

SAE J2430

2.5e5

8.7e-9
0.27

A. Stress and displacement plots are given below for 1st set

Figure21. Stress plot for 1st set of material.

Figure 22.Displacement plot for 1st set of material

B. Stress and displacement plots are given below for 2nd set

Figure 23. Stress plot for 2nd set of material.
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C. Stress and displacement plots are given below for 3rd set

Figure 25. Stress plot for 3rdset of material.

Figure 26. Displacement plot for 3rd set of material

D. Stress and displacement plots are given below for 4th set

Figure27. Stress plot for 4thset of material.
material

Figure 28. Displacement plot for 4th set of

E. Stress and displacement plots are given below for 5th set

Figure 29. Stress plot for 5thset of material.

Figure 30. Displacement plot for 5th set of material

Table 6. Maximum stress displacement values for given material sets obtained by Ansys.
Material Sets
st

Max.Stress Values(MPa)

Max. DisplacementValues (mm.)

1 Set
2nd Set
3rd Set

125.096
147.814
131.848

0.012389
0.012602
0.010329

4th Set
5th Set

113.486
157.464

0.01966
0. 010687
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Conclusion: 4th set of material gives minimum value of stress compared to other sets of materials.Disc
brake system with 4th material set will used for further analysis.
VII. CONTACT ANALYSIS FOR STRESS DISTRIBUTION OVER PAD CONTACT
SURFACE
A. Stress distribution for both pad

Figure 31. Stress distribution for Pad 1
•

Figure 32. Stress distribution for Pad 2

For pad_1 result showshigh stress at leading edge (53.247 MPa) compared to trailing edge
(41.624MPa).Figure 31 and figure 32 showing the finger side pad upper portion is more stressed and
middle surface is unaffectedand variation of stresses on face is 13.358 MPa to 101.596 MPa. Piston
side pad shows more stress at leading edge. This is mainly because of higher pressure occurred on the
leading side when the disc starts to slide as shown in figure 33.

Figure 33. Action of disc rotation on leading and trailing edge of a pad
•

Caliper bends while transferring the load and it has been found in the contourplot that the bending
occurs since the fingers presses the upper portion of pad against the disc, this is mainly because the
caliper get bend by taking support of upper portion of the pad, due to this pad_2 shows more stresses
at the corresponding regions.

Figure 34. Bending of caliper.
www.ijaera.org
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Modifications: Based on the reasonsthe following threemodifications have been done
Table 7.Modifications

Modifications

•

Descriptions

Changes

1

Partial connectionfor piston

Figure 35

2

Stiffer caliper

E = 700 GPa

3

Partial connectionfor finger pad

Figure 38

Partial connection between piston head and pad: Piston side pad shows more stress at leading edge.
This is mainly because of higher pressure occurred on the leading side when the disc starts to slide. For
reducing pressure on pad a partial contact has been madebetween the piston and pad at leading edge
side. Nodes show elimination of contact (figure 36).

Figure 36. Partial connections in the axial direction for piston pad (the dot represents removal of
connection)

Figure 37. Modification showing reduced stresses at leading edge.
•

Increasing the stiffness of caliper:The stiffness of caliper is increased to avoid bending. After number
of iterations it has been found that caliper should have E=700Gpa. Following figure 38 shows the
result for caliper with E=700GPa for both pads.

Due to increase in the stiffness of caliper it minimizes the loss of force transformation due to bending of
caliper, because of this modification caliper transfers maximum forces and consequently cause to
uniformly pressing of pad_2 against disc.
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Figure 38. Stress distribution for Pad 2
For pad 2 this modification not only changes the stress pattern but also reduces the value of stress from
114.201MPa to 88.122MPa and variation of stresses on face is 10.284 MPa to 78.392 MPa.
•

Partial connection between finger and pad: Finger side pad showing more stress at upper edge and
middle portion is unaffected. For reducing stresses at upper side of pad_2 a partial contact has been
established between caliper and pad. Figure 39 shows, nodes toeliminate the contact.

Figure 39. Partial connections for finger pad (the dot represents removal of connection)
Result: Due to the elimination of contact between pad 2 and fingers as shown in figure 37,this
modification eliminate the support which uses the caliper for bending and helps the pad to press against
disc at its middle portion only, which helps to have better stress distribution.

Figure 40. Stress distribution for Pad 2
This modification helps to reduce the stresses at upper side of pad and improve the stress pattern.
Variation of stresses on face is 16.426 MPa to 89.427 MPa.
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C. Results for Partial connection for piston and increase the stiffeness of the caliper:
Stress distribution for Pad 1:

Stress distribution for Pad 2:

Figure 41. Stress distributions for Pad 1

Figure 42. Stress distributions for Pad 2

D. Results for Partial connection for piston and Partial connection for finger pad:
Stress distribution for Pad 1:

Stress distribution for Pad 2:

Figure 43. Stress distributions for Pad 1
E.

Figure 44. Stress distributions for Pad 2

Discussion over these modifications:

Increase in stiffness of caliper gives good results but from in the manufacturing point of view it is very
difficult to machine or manufacture the caliper as the material is too stiff i.e., E=700GPa. The significant
advantage of modification for partial contact between piston head and pad_1, alsocaliper fingers and
pad_2 over stiffer caliper is that it only requires inserting another component (the adapter) between the
piston and the pad back plate and hence, this does not affect modal behavior of other individual disc brake
components. However, the disadvantages of this modification are that it needs more assembly processes
to fit the adapters and should need extra costs to design and fabricate those adapters.
VIII.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper studies the contact stress distribution of a disc brake.Before modifications for contact stress
distribution, an investigation has been done on five different disc and pad material sets for stress
distribution and chosen the set which gives minimum stress value. The modification of the partial
connections between the piston head and the pad back plate, gives reduced stress at leading edge of piston
pad. The modification of stiffening the caliper gives better stress distribution by minimizing the loss of
force transformation due to bending of caliper. Last modification of the partial connections between the
fingers and the pad back plate eliminate the support which uses the caliper for bending and helps the pad
to press against disc at its middle portion only, which helps to have better stress distribution. The
advantages and disadvantages of both modifications in terms of manufacturing issues are also discussed
briefly. This work could help to obtain a more uniform stress distribution and subsequently satisfy
customer’s needs by making pad life longer.
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